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Proper Citation

FunDO (RRID:SCR_001725)

Resource Information

URL: http://django.nubic.northwestern.edu/fundo/

Description: Tool that takes a list of genes and finds relevant diseases based on statistical analysis of the Disease Ontology annotation database. It accepts Entrez gene ids or gene symbols, separated by tabs, newlines, or commas. This list of genes can be obtained by microarray, proteomics, sequencing or other high-throughput screening methods.

Resource Name: FunDO

Proper Citation: FunDO (RRID:SCR_001725)

Resource Type: Resource, analysis service resource, data analysis service, service resource, production service resource

Keywords: gene, disease, ontology, function

Resource ID: SCR_001725

Parent Organization: Northwestern University; Illinois; USA

Related resources: Disease Ontology, KOBAS

Website Status: Last checked up

Alternate IDs: nif-0000-10225

Abbreviations: FunDO

Mentions Count: 10
Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for FunDO.

No alerts have been found for FunDO.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 10 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [dkNET](http://dkNET).


